
ASIAir Pro/Plus on a Celestron Mount 4/29/22

Set up and connect equipment to ASIair

1. Physically set up your equipment.

- Mount
- Telescope
- Main camera
- Guide camera (if applicable)
- EAF (if applicable)
- ASIair

2. Connect Main Camera, Guide Camera and EAF (if applicable) to the ASIair

Note: Connect all hardware devices to the ASIair via USB cables except
for your Mount/Hand controller. The Celestron Mount will stay
unconnected from the ASIair until later in the process.

3. Turn on ASIair (wait 15 seconds until you hear “beep” noise).

4. Connect the tablet to ASIair Wifi ( wifi network starts with “ASIAIR…”).

5. When your tablet connects be sure your Main Camera, EAF, and Guide
Camera are all connected press [ ENTER ].

*** Your mount is still not connected or turned on at this point ***

Camera settings and focus

6. Once on the main screen of the ASIair press the [ Camera Icon ] at the top of
the screen.

Note: If your main camera is not selected you will need to select it from
the dropdown, then toggle the switch on the right to connect the camera

7. Turn on “Cooling”, and make sure cooling and gain are set to your preferred
levels. Exit the camera menu by touching to the left of the menu settings.



8. Make sure you’re in [ Preview ] mode (yellow text above the round camera
exposure button), and take an exposure to check that you are close to focus.

a. EAF Users: If you’re not close to focus press the focuser icon on the
left of the screen. That will pop-up a small fly-out window. At the bottom of
the window press the [ A F ] button to the left of the screen to run an
autofocus. After routine is done go to step 9.

b. Non-EAF Users: If you’re out of focus, change your camera mode
from “Preview”  to “Focus” mode. (yellow text above the round camera
exposure button will say “Focus” when you have selected it).

Set your exposure [EXP] between .2 and 1 second when using the
HyperStar. Press the circle capture button to start looping what your
camera is seeing.

Adjust your focus knob manually while paying attention to your star size.
Turn your knob until the star is as small as you can make it.

Exit “Focus” mode and go to step 9.

Polar align your mount

9. Once you know you’re focused start the [ PA ] routine ( yellow text above the
round camera exposure button ).

a. Press the [ Play Button ] to start the routine, it will mention that your
mount is not connected and asks if you want to do this routine manually.
Select the option to run the routine without connecting your mount.

b. After you accept the manual mount warning, the ASIair will start to
plate solve.

c. After the first plate solve is finished it will ask you to move your mount’s
RA axis about 60 degrees towards the West (left).

d. Loosen your RA clutch and turn your RA axis  towards the West (left)
until you have moved the mount about 60 degrees. Get it close but does
not have to be exact. Then press the [ Rotated ] button to continue to start
the second plate solve.

e. Once the second plate solve is finished it will show you a large graphic
that indicates the celestial pole is and where your mount is pointing.



f. Make single small adjustments in altitude or azimuth to make your
mount point closer to the celestial pole. After each individual adjustment
press the [ Refresh ] button to see where your mount has moved to.

g. Continue this procedure until you have a happy face icon in the top
right corner of the screen

Connect your Celestron mount to the ASIair

10. After successful polar alignment, return the mount to its upright position by
loosening the RA and DEC clutch manually and returning it to the upright
position. Then turn on your mount and either run the “StarSense” alignment
routine, or select “Quick Align” routine from the hand controller.

11. Once the mount is on, connect the USB cable from the bottom of the
Celestron Hand Controller to the ASIair.

12. On the ASIair press the [ Mount Icon ] on the top of the screen. From there
make sure the Celestron mount driver is selected from the dropdown and toggle
the switch on. Once the mount is connected the ASiair will ask if you have
already done a “Quick Align”. Confirm and move to step 13 (See note).

Note: If the mount is not connecting try discounting the hand controller
and reconnecting it to the ASIair.

Send your scope to a target

13. Return to the [ Preview ] mode and press the little fly-out tab on the right side
of the screen that is now there just to the left of the yellow “Preview” text. Select
in the search field in the fly-out tab. Type in the target name you’re looking for
and press [ Enter ].

a. From the new screen you can either select a target that’s recommended
or use the Search icon at the top of the screen to type in a target name or
number

14. Select the target from the new list of targets from your search. Press the
green ”Go-To” button that will appear in the bottom right of your screen.

Set up an imaging sequence

15. Once the target is centered, change your mode to [ Autorun ]. Select the
three lines under the yellow Autorun text to setup your sequence.



a. Press the + plus sign to set up an Autorun profile. This will pop up a
settings window.

b. On the new settings window make sure your image type is set to “Light”.
c. For exposure set the length of each image you’d like to take in seconds
d. For repeat set the number to total images you’d like to take.
e. Keep bin set to “Bin1”
f. Press “OK”
g. Exit the Autorun profile settings by pressing the “<” back arrow on the top

left of the screen.

Set up guiding

16. Press the Guide icon on the left of the main screen. This is pop-up a small
guiding chart that displays your guiding corrections. Press this chart to pull-up the
guide window.

a. Set your [EXP] length. Generally 1 second is ideal.
b. Press the looping button to see what your guide scope is seeing. If the

stars are out of focus, make adjustments to your guide scope while the
image is looping until you’re happy with focus. Perfection is not needed
here.

c. Once in focus press the Guide button (circle with a crosshair) to start your
guessing calibration. This will take between 2-5 minutes.

Note: The ASIair will ask to set your mount’s guide rate to 1x.
Confirm this by pressing “Set 1x”

d. After your mount has calibrated you can exit the Guide settings window
by pressing the two close arrows on the top left.

17. You should now be in the Autorun section. Press the play button to start your
autorun.

* For new targets follow steps 14,15 and 17.


